Abstract Juno's Jupiter Energetic particle Detector Instrument often detects energetic electron beams over Jupiter's polar regions. In this paper, we document a subset of intense magnetic field-aligned beams of energetic electrons moving away from Jupiter at high magnetic latitudes both north and south of the planet. The number fluxes of these beams are often dominated by electrons with energies above about 1 MeV. These very narrow beams can create broad angular responses in the Jupiter Energetic particle Detector Instrument with unique signatures in the detector count rates, probably because of >10 MeV electrons. We use these signatures to identify the most intense beams. These beams occur primarily above the swirl region of the polar cap aurora. This polar region is described as being of low brightness and high absorption and the most magnetically "open" at Jupiter.
Introduction
The Juno spacecraft began to orbit Jupiter in early July 2016. Juno's high inclination orbit allows its instruments to directly sample the fields and particles environment at very high latitude near the planet. Connerney, Adriana, et al. (2017) surveyed the magnetometer, plasma, waves, and energetic charged particle data obtained during the first perijove pass ("PJ1"). Mauk et al. (2017a) presented Jupiter Energetic particle Detector Instrument (JEDI) data obtained over Jupiter's north and south poles and documented monodirectional and bi-directional charged particle beams. Allegrini et al. (2017) concentrated on electron beams in the 100 eV to 100 keV energy range using data from Juno's Jovian Auroral Distributions Experiment (JADE). Clark et al. (2017) used signatures in the Juno data to describe acceleration mechanisms in the polar regions. Ebert et al. (2017) looked at mono-directional and bi-directional beams below 100 keV in energy for several Juno perijoves and characterized their associated energy flux. Electron beams in the tens to hundreds of keV were also observed at high Jovian latitude by the Ulysses spacecraft (e.g., Lanzerotti et al., 1992) .
Terrestrial auroral observations provide a basis for interpreting some, but not all, of the measurements in Jupiter's polar regions. In particular, some of the emissions associated with very high energy particles have no Earth analog. For example, Haggerty et al. (2017) described the precipitation of energetic heavy ions at Jupiter that are the presumptive source of the Jovian X-ray auroral line emissions (Branduardi-Raymont et al., 2007; Elsner et al., 2005) . Allegrini et al. (2017) , Ebert et al. (2017) , and Mauk et al. (2017b) mainly analyzed beams of electrons with energies of up to 100 keV (in the case of the Juno JADE data) and into the few hundreds of keV from JEDI. But further investigation suggests that electron beams can extend well into the MeV energy range. How electrons can be accelerated into the MeV energy range at very low Jovian altitudes is a mystery. The beams we describe here, like those linked to the X-ray emissions, are believed to be on field lines poleward of the main aurora and therefore are connected to regions beyond the middle magnetosphere.
In this paper, we focus on field-aligned distributions in the JEDI data. JEDI nominally detects electrons from 30 to 800 keV (with some sensitivity below 30 keV and up to about 1.2 MeV) using three units rigidly mounted onto the spacecraft with no means of articulation beyond that provided by spacecraft rotation. These units are referred to here as, , following the instrument paper, Mauk, Haggerty, Jaskulek, et al. (2017) . In their high-resolution modes, these units each provide six 12°× 18°fields of view (FOVs), so that different local pitch angles are sampled at every instant of time. When combined with the spacecraft's 30 s spin period, a more complete range of local pitch angles can often be sampled. Pitch angle information is computed using Juno vector magnetometer observations (Connerney, Benn, et al., 2017) .
JEDI combines thin foils, microchannel plate sensors, and solid-state detectors (SSDs) to measure both electrons and ions with energies greater than about 20 keV (Mauk, Haggerty, Jaskulek, et al., 2017) and makes coincident ion measurements. The coincidence requires, for example, a start and stop pulse triggered by the ion in order for it to be counted, thus reducing the probability of false counts. Electrons, however, are measured with the SSDs alone; interpreting their responses can be challenging in regions where electron energies are particularly high. The "ion" SSDs are essentially bare detectors responsive to ions and electrons that deposit more energy than required by the threshold setting (~20 keV). It is frequently the case at Jupiter that the JEDI ion SSDs are dominated by electron counts. The "electron" SSD's reside behind a small flashing (2 μm of aluminum) and are mostly responsive to >30 keV electrons, > 250 keV protons, and even more energetic heavy ions.
By comparing the coincident ion measurements and the SSD responses, we have concluded that the SSD responses are excited primarily by electrons for events analyzed in this paper. Also, when the JEDI-A180 sensor is configured to use its small SSD pixels rather than its large pixels (see, Mauk, Haggerty, Jaskulek, et al., 2017) , two of the six ion detectors act as "witness" detectors, because they are located behind a shield made of about 635 μm of titanium. The shield prevents electrons below about 700 keV (and ions to a much higher energy cutoff) from reaching the detectors directly (due to electron scattering within the shield, shielding effectiveness is statistical in nature). The two shielded detectors are JEDI-A180 SSD1 and SSD3 (in small pixel ion mode only) out of the array of six SSDs, numbered SSD0-SSD5. Note that JEDI-90 and JEDI-270 do not have witness detectors. The response of these witness detectors must be interpreted with care, because about 8% of foreground electrons can reach the shielded detectors, owing to spacing between the shields and the detectors and electron scattering. A thorough description of JEDI is provided in Mauk, Haggerty, Jaskulek, et al. (2017) , and the flashing and witness information and its impact on measurements are described further in Paranicas et al. (2017) . Figure 1 shows JEDI measurements obtained during PJ1. The first panel shows JEDI count rates, summed over energy, from the electron SSDs as a function of time and local pitch angle. In Figure 1 we have excluded the three lowest energy channels (energies below 30 keV) from this sum to minimize counts obtained near the detector thresholds. As is usually the case during perijove passes, all three JEDI's were obtaining data using the electron detectors around PJ1. The middle three panels show combined count rate data from the electron detectors on all the JEDI units as a function of energy. The data are separated so that each panel shows a narrow range of local pitch angles: the second panel shows particles moving parallel to the magnetic field, the third panel shows particles with nearly 90°local pitch angles, and the fourth panel shows particles moving antiparallel to the magnetic field direction. The fifth panel shows the "singles" rates (total rates on the detectors above each of their energy thresholds) for the JEDI-A180 ion detectors. Note that two of the traces shown there, SSD1 and SSD3, represent the response of the witness detectors described above. One of the JEDI-A180 detectors (SSD0) is partially blocked by the collimator.
Observations of Energetic Upward Beams
In this paper, we focus on upward energetic electron beams observed over an extended spatial region before and after Juno perijoves. These beams occur at higher magnetic latitudes than the very high latitude portion of the main radiation belts. These radiation belt crossings at high latitude in the north and the south can be identified in the plot as the most intense periods, such as around the peaks in the lower panel between 12:00 and 13:30 UTC. During the inbound portion of PJ1, there are traces of an upward beam beginning just after 10:00 and extending to just after 12:00 and from about 13:40 onward in the outbound data (see first panel near 0°and near 180°). When separated by pitch angle (middle three panels), the times of the upward beams usually show a band centered around~160 keV when the detector looks into the beam (second panel from the top inbound and fourth panel from the top outbound). The band varies in intensity. The intermittent nature of this band is partly due to the rotation of the JEDI FOVs into and out of the beam direction. Lastly, we would like to point out that by comparing Figure 1 here with Figure 1 of Haggerty et al. (2017) , one can see that just before and just after PJ1, energetic ions appear to be precipitating, while energetic electrons are moving away from the planet. Haggerty et al. (2017) do not see significant fluxes of energetic protons in their data that are moving away from Jupiter. This gives us more confidence that the particles measured by the SSDs and described here are electrons. Also, Bunce et al. (2004) have shown that very energetic electrons can be accelerated at high Jovian latitudes away from the planet.
The count rate peak around 160 keV corresponds to the "minimum ionizing energy" of the detector. Electrons with energies greater than about 420 keV begin to fully penetrate the JEDI SSDs. The fraction of particles that fully penetrate has been parameterized as, f~exp [À2(480/E(keV) ) 3 ], the complement to the detection efficiency (e~1 À f) provided in Mauk et al. (2017b) . JEDI has channels that measure energy deposition to 
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics about 1.2 MeV for electrons but measure electrons with lower efficiency above~400 keV. At the 10 counts per s (or cps) level, there are periods of time when the band is present, but there are low counts above the band, suggesting that the beam has substantial electron contributions above 1.2 MeV at those times.
The beams seen in Figure 1 generate only a limited response from the detectors when the aperture is viewing pitch angles not aligned with the beam. This observation suggests that the beams are not dominated by particles with sufficient energy (>15 MeV electrons) to penetrate the housing of the instrument or other structures intended to stop the particles. Electrons above~15 MeV reach the detectors from virtually any direction because the shielding material cannot stop them. These electrons can produce both bremsstrahlung and secondary electrons in the housing that deposit energy in the detector, resulting in false counts. However, the efficiency for counting bremsstrahlung is low and it would not generally create a band at 160 keV. Furthermore, the counts of secondaries would be similar to those of the primaries that cause them. This is because all particles (primaries, secondaries, X-rays, etc.) arrive at the detector within the same time window and so the sensor would view them as if they were a single particle with an energy that is the sum of all of them. Using the arbitrary cutoff of 10 cps shows that neither of these conditions stands out in the data.
Since JEDI can directly detect electrons to about 1.2 MeV, the discussion above suggests that electrons in the beam with energies between 1 and 15 MeV are not uncommon. This seems to agree well with the radiation monitoring system analysis of >5 and >10 MeV electrons presented in Becker et al. (2017) , see below. Our analysis does not extend to a more rigorous accounting of the likely energy spread at each time. Mauk et al. (2017a) used the minimum ionizing peak to assess whether the electron energy spectrum is above JEDI's measurement capability. They reasoned that the local maximum in the energy spectrum near 160 keV could be used to constrain the total counts in the high energy tail of the electron distribution, assuming, for example, that the energy spectrum follows a power law to very high energies. Their modeling technique also accommodates a beam energy range that is not characterized by an extended tail but mainly confined between a minimum and maximum energy (e.g., a beam could be entirely between 2 and 4 MeV).
In addition to the time-energy or time-pitch angle spectrograms, the ion SSD singles rates can also be useful for extracting information about the beams. For foreground particles in the tens to several hundreds of keV energy range, the singles rates are often organized as they are near 12:45 (Figure 1, fifth panel) at the position of a local maximum observed near Juno's closest approach to Jupiter (see Kollmann et al., 2017) . The two witness-shielded detectors (SSD1 and SSD3) measure the lowest rates, and SSD0, which has some collimator blockage, measures a lower rate than the unobstructed detectors (SSD2, SSD4, and SSD5). These populations close to Jupiter have strongly trapped distributions and one concludes that here the witness shields have stopped some of the measurable particles that would otherwise have reached the detector. However, for other cases, care must be exercised because the ordering of the SSD singles rates can be influenced by the pitch angle distribution. A beam is an extreme example of a nonisotropic distribution and can strongly alter the ordering of the SSD rates. For example, if only one SSD on a JEDI unit views in the beam direction, it can dominate the other SSD rates, even if there is a witness shield in front of the detector. Below about 10 cps, other issues such as threshold settings can also become significant. Figure 2 shows for PJ3 the same kind of observations as illustrated for PJ1 in Figure 1 . The first panel suggests that for both inbound and outbound, the dominant count rates are in the field-aligned direction, but the inbound period is more complicated. The second panel from the top again shows an intense band around 160 keV observed over a large region of space. But unlike in Figure 1 , there frequently appears a faint band centered near 160 keV during times when JEDI collects data at other local pitch angles. The first panel also shows that the other pitch angles get some count rates above the 10 cps level at times of the most intense beam detection.
More Intense Events
The fifth panel in Figure 2 shows that the JEDI-A180 ion SSDs record fairly different singles count rates prior to about 15:37. After that, the 30 s averaged JEDI-A180 ion singles count rates are fairly similar to each other until about 16:20. Two of the singles detectors are witness detectors, so in principal, the rates should not be the same unless the vast majority of the particles that are detected during this time are easily penetrating the witness shield (e.g., >700 keV electrons). Outbound, the situation is very different. On average, the singles rates are lower and the band at 160 keV is virtually absent in look directions other than the upward field-aligned direction, above the 10 cps level. The periods of time when (1) all of the JEDI-A180 ion singles rates are similar to each other (e.g., the fifth panel of Figure 2 showing the period of time when the rates converge) and (2) significant counts are detected when the detector is not pointing into the beam (e.g., the third and fourth panels from the top showing a faint band centered at about 160 keV and spread out in energy) are often the same periods of time. Note also that within the time period we consider here (15:37-16:19), a specific event occurred at 15:40 that was analyzed in Mauk et al. (2017b) . At that time, Juno was thought to have crossed a polar auroral arc that may be associated with broadband auroral acceleration from stochastic processes. Ultraviolet Spectrograph (UVS) images in Mauk et al. (2017b) suggest that this arc lies on the border of the swirl region (Grodent et al., 2003) .
During the inbound portion of the trajectory shown in Figure 2 , the local pitch angle distributions of the ion SSDs (not shown) have the highest intensity when the look direction is closest to local pitch angles of 0°. This observation indicates that the beam dominating the count rate is an upward beam and not the result of false counts from downward MeV ions that are also observed in the polar regions (see, Haggerty et al., 2017) . As noted above, energetic ions are detected by JEDI using coincidence, lending support to the conclusion that these are upward moving electrons. Furthermore, the variation with look direction suggests that the beam is not entirely made up of >15 MeV electrons. As we discussed in Paranicas et al. (2017) , when >15 MeV electrons are present, they can penetrate the JEDI housing and deposit energy in the detectors. When present in large numbers, the detector response becomes independent of the pitch angle range it is sampling. At times (periods with significant ion SSD rates that are all the same and a notable presence of pitch angle scattering in the data), the pitch angle distributions as measured by the electron SSD's appear inconsistent with one another. That is, at the same time and at the same pitch angle, two SSDs sometimes respond with different count rates. Two effects can contribute to such a situation. An intense electron beam that enters the wide collimator of JEDI can scatter internally and deposit energy into nonaligned detectors. Two examples from Mauk et al. (2017a, see their Figure 4) show rates for detectors 90°from the aligned direction, at 2% and 0.3% of those in the aligned direction, presumably depending on how cleanly the beam has entered the collimator. But the second way that inconsistent pitch angle distributions can occur is if the beam contains substantial intensities with energies >10 MeV (that can penetrate the collimator blades) and > 15 MeV (that can penetrate the housing) such that the directionality of the detector response depends on shielding geometries that include the complicated structure of the spacecraft. The occurrence of this second contribution to anomalous pitch angle distributions was clearly demonstrated in Jupiter's radiation belt horns by Paranicas et al. (2017) . The band around 160 keV offers some guidance that these beams must contain high energy components. Additionally, radiation monitoring data presented by Becker et al. (2017) show a period of >10 MeV electrons that agrees well with the times of the intense beam predicted by JEDI on the inbound leg of PJ3.
To summarize these points, we propose that the strength of the upward electron beams can be understood as follows. The presence of the band around 160 keV is indicative of >420 keV electrons, and the intensity and spread around this energy (i.e., 160 keV) indicate the presence of weaker or stronger beams. Since JEDI can directly make measurements to 1.2 MeV, the lack of clear signal below that cutoff means there are substantial contributions to these intense beams above about 1 MeV. The near equality of the JEDI-A180 small ion pixel singles rates can be used to discriminate between energetic beams and the most intense beams (i.e., likely a combination of number flux and energy range). 
Other Time Periods and Beam Displays
Intense beam regions were observed during PJ4 as well. Figure 3 shows the same kinds of displays as in Figures 1 and 2 . For PJ4, the JEDI-A180 ion SSD singles rates are all very similar to each other (i.e., our metric for intense beams) between 12:00 and 12:22 and also between 14:07 and 14:35. This flyby illustrates that the intense upward beams highlighted in this paper (not just the nominal ones as shown for PJ1) occur in high latitude regions in both the north and the south.
In choosing the times of the most intense beams, we select those in which the main particles are field-aligned and there is some presence of the band near 160 keV when detectors are viewing in the assumed beam direction. During the most intense segments of these beams, there are also counts at other pitch angles that are frequently correlated to peaks in the intensity in the field-aligned direction (see first panel). It is possible that these counts are anomalous and due to scattering within JEDI, but they might also be associated with housing-penetrating electrons that are present in low numbers. The presence of counts near 160 keV in the local pitch angle plots that do not correspond to the beam direction may support this hypothesis (middle three panels).
In Figure 4 , we show a portion of the data acquired during the intense beam observed outbound, but now separating the count rates into three energy bins with the approximate energy ranges: 25-78, 71-270, and 260-1215 keV. The middle panel with the highest count rates (energy range~71-270 keV) represents the energies that would be in the band around 160 keV. Between about 13:52 and 14:07 (and again on the . Electron count rate data summed over several energy channels versus local pitch angle using data from all three Jupiter Energetic particle Detector Instruments obtained on day 2017-033, during PJ4. The spacecraft was over the southern hemisphere of Jupiter, and the higher count rates near local pitch angles of 180°suggest an upward beam. The approximate energy ranges of the panels are (top) 25-78, (middle) 71-270, and (bottom) 260-1215 keV. The middle panel would contain the main contributions from the band at about 160 keV.
right-hand side of the plot) there are robust counts in the bottom two panels near 180°and some pitch angle scattering. Between 14:11 and 14:26, the pitch angle scattering covers nearly the whole range at the 10 cps level and even the lower energies (top panel) are affected.
In Figure 5 , we again show PJ4 data, but this time, it is the singles rates from all three JEDI units. These singles rates are r-versus-r corrected in a standard procedure to restore the true rate from the measured rate at high count rate levels (e.g., Armstrong et al., 1981) . Three panels show the output of electron SSDs (panels 1, 2, and 4) and one panel shows ion SSD outputs (panel 3). During PJ4, only the JEDI-A180 ion SSD singles were in small pixel mode, so the singles count rates on the others are about an order of magnitude higher due to the ratio of detector pixel sizes (see, Mauk, Haggerty, Jaskulek, et al., 2017) . In the third panel from the top, it is easy to see the progression into the most intense beams. Prior to~11:53 UTC, the witness rates (SSD1 and SSD3) are well below the other rates. Just after 11:53 UTC, the rates on JEDI-A180 become similar to each other, but SSD3 is still slightly higher (SSD3 is the sector closest to the beam). Later, all sectors measure about the same count rate. When sectors are overwhelmed by the beams, they are often measuring slightly different rates, as we show next. Ebert et al. (2017) described differences between bi-directional electron beams over Jupiter's polar regions and upward beams. They noted that the latter tend to be narrow in energy, with peak components that could be as high as a few hundred keV, pointing to the analysis of inverted-V structures in the work of Clark et al. (2017) . This paper and the earlier work of Mauk et al. (2017a Mauk et al. ( , 2017b ) extend the energy range of the electrons in the upward electron beams. The presence of the feature near 160 keV that often occurs during the observation of these beams shows that electrons above 420 keV are present and that the count rate associated with these electrons dominates the energy-time spectrograms. We argue here that the beams have substantial contributions above 1.2 MeV due to the band and the low count rates between the band and 1.2 MeV.
Discussion
In Table 1 , we list times during which Juno observes continuous periods of intense upward beams, through PJ8. We do not list all the times that satisfied the metric we discussed above because some are very brief. The Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics times below are based on JEDI data that show JEDI-A180 small ion pixel SSD singles rates that are all approximately the same, suggesting an internal scattering process or the presence of electrons with high enough energies to penetrate the collimator blades or the housing. During these times, a band near 160 keV appears when JEDI looks close to the magnetic field direction, the band can often spread in energy above and below 160 keV, nonbeam pitch angles register significant counts, and the SSD singles rates tend to be higher.
At this time, we do not have an explanation for the mechanism that accelerates electrons to energies characteristic of these beams. The Ulysses spacecraft also detected energetic electron bursts, with energies of~1 to >16 MeV, attributed to an acceleration or injection region at low altitude near Jupiter's south pole (McKibben, Simpson, & Zhang, 1993) . Specific signatures were observed in ultraviolet observations of the polar atmosphere during the times of the most intense beams. Mauk et al. (2017b) showed that the features JEDI observed on 2016-346 at 15:40 appeared to connect to a UV polar auroral arc along the boundary of the swirl region. After this point, Juno crossed onto field lines connected with the UV swirl region and during this interval, the high energy upward beams we are reporting on here were observed.
Indeed, there appears to be an association between the most intense upward beams described here and the swirl region of the aurora.
In Figure 7 , we show a polar projection of the color ratio measured by the Juno-UVS instrument between 14:07:02 and 14:34:58 on 2017-033. This quantity is the ratio of the brightness in the 155-162 nm range over the brightness in the 125-130 nm range. The latter wavelength range being strongly absorbed by CH 4 , the color ratio increases when the altitude of the emission decreases. Since higher energy particles precipitate deeper into the atmosphere, the color ratio is thus a proxy for the energy of the precipitating particles. The red and green plots are the projection of the Juno trajectory along the VIP4 (Connerney et al., 1998) and VIPAL (Hess et al., 2011) magnetic field models during the outbound segment of PJ4. The white portions of the trajectory footprint lines correspond to times JEDI sees intense upward electron beams. These are within the swirl region (red in the color ratio).
Times when the JEDI-A180 small pixel ion sensors record rates similar to each other (despite the witness shields) are in the high-latitude portions of the radiation belts and over the swirl region. We have found good correlation between the swirl times from UVS and the very intense beams of JEDI (with few or no counterexamples to date). The swirl region has been described as a patchy area of low brightness and high absorption in the polar region that presumably connects to the most "open" magnetic field lines connecting to Jupiter . But as noted above, more work on the relevant physical processes needs to be done to link these interesting observations. Color ratio created from Juno Ultraviolet Spectrograph data obtained over the southern hemisphere of Jupiter during PJ4. The Juno footprint is traced to the surface of Jupiter using two magnetic field models (red and green lines). The swirl region (red) near the center of the plot is briefly magnetically connected to Juno in both models. The white segments of the trajectory footprints indicate the times when Jupiter Energetic particle Detector Instrument saw the most intense upward electron beams.
